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Breakfast Club Consultation
Number of replies

14
Yes

No

Would you send your children to breakfast
13
1
club?
Would you send your children on a long12
2
term basis?
A selection of comments
 I think it is a good idea to put breakfast club on. This will help a lot with early
morning childcare.
 I would find this very useful to working families. This would help keep cost down on
private nursery usage. I also think it would be beneficial for the children attending
a breakfast club before school. This would give me the opportunity to be able to
bring my child to school myself before work.
 I could then possible see about swapping my shifts at work to start on a morning.
 Would help greatly with work hours.
 Brilliant idea as I work on a morning.
What could we do to improve further?
I would not require the service everyday,
Thank you for the feedback. I am pleased
but it would be helpful when I am working.
to state that we will aim to start breakfast
It would be more convenient for me if it
club at 7.45.
could start at 7.45am for those parents that
start at 8am.
I would not send my child every morning. I
Thank you for the feedback. The pupils will
would only send once or twice a week. The be offered a variety of cereals and toast,
cost of breakfast club seems to be a bit too along with a drink of apple/orange juice,
high when other schools in the area charge milk or water. Pupils will also be entertained
a lot less than £2.
during this time, and we need to ensure
that we can afford to staff this as a school.
The cost seems expensive when you have
two children in school.
We will try to access funding for a breakfast
club (Greggs/Kellogs). However, due to
It is a good idea but a bit expensive for 2
funding cuts there is a long waiting list.
children.
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